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Raw Radio is a syndicated mixhow produced
by ICHH Media LLC and based in Atlanta, GA

Contact: Rawradioone@gmail.com
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The Raw Radio Mix-show goal is to be the broadcasting voice of millions of Hip Hop enthusiasts
who may be disenfranchised with the current resemblance of today’s Hip Hop music and/or looking
for a 'go- to' platform to ingest perspectives and content with respect to the essence of the Hip-Hop
Culture.
Since the shows inception as a production of ICHH Media, LLC, the mix-show has extended its reach
and offering to markets worldwide as well as providing opportunities for talent to showcase their
skills in a professional entertainment business outlet. Prior to the mix-show relaunch, "Raw Radio"
extended its production to a 24/7 broadcast stream thought its syndication and providing exclusive
programming to internet and terrestrial stations worldwide. In support of our outreach goal, this
production also aims to create synergetic partnerships with brands and outlets to expand outreach
and create opportunities in Hip-Hop communities worldwide.
The delivery of the content produced is distributed on streaming outlets and podcasts through
listed DSP ( Digital Service Providers) for podcast downloads and programmed for broadcasting
with sponsorship offerings and our programming clock

THE PERSONALITIES
KHALIL THOMAS BKA "JOZEY WELLZ
Khalil Thomas bka "Jozey Wellz" is the founder of ICHH Media
and co-host of the 'Raw Radio mixshow' and 'Raw Radio EXPWellz & L' podcast. Khalil Thomas ties in the Entertainment
industry as a respected MC and Freelance Hip-Hop Journalist
with documented editorials and lead hosting of mixshows
throughout his career.

TEKMATRIX SOUNDS BKA 'DJ LUCKY LUCIANO DA
GREAT'
Lucien Wall is active in the entertainment industry as a leader,
educator and content creator. With roots in contributing to
mixshows as a Dj and personality since 1996, he has also
provided production and Program direction for various hip-hop
driven shows and stations worldwide.
As Co-Host of the "Raw-Radio" mix-show and lead host of the
Raw Radio EXP podcast, Wall provides the listeners an
opportunity to 'bridge the gap" in hip-hop music highlighting
upcoming hip-hop acts fused with current events that informs
our listeners and expand their Hip-hop pallet to educate all of
our listening demographics with an entertaining and informative
program

AIR CHECKS
Check out our Talent in action!
Air Check 1
Air Check 2

LISTENER DEMOGRAPHICS
OVERVIEW
46% of our listeners
are aged between 18&
35
Audience gender:
65% Male
35% Female
38% of our listeners
are college graduates
& 37% of our listeners
are at least high
school graduates
Over half of our
listeners have an
average income
between $35k & $69k
per year

Ethnic Background
of our listeners as of
2019:
38% Black or
'African American
31% Hispanic/
Non-Black
25%
White/Caucasian
6% other

Show Syndication
frequency
42% listeners
based in the
United States
22% listeners
based in Canada
30%of listeners
based in Western
Europe ( UK,
France, Italy,
Germany)

SOCIAL MEDIA REACH
1, 348 followers

1K
followers

1K
followers

PROGRAMMING CLOCK
Hour One of the mixshow
leads in with a 120 second
(2 minute) inventory of preroll ads or sponsorship
mentions. The intro beds
starts with the host(s)
providing a snapshot
overview of the show in 2
minutes leading into music
and talk segments.
Note- Ad space for pre-rolls
or sponsorship can be
added or modified within
the proposed clockwheel

Hour Two of the mixshow
leads in with a 120 second
(2 minute) inventory of preroll ads or sponsorship
mentions. A talk segment
is added that preview
music from contributing
DJ's
Note- Ad space for pre-rolls
or sponsorship can be
added or modified within
the proposed clockwheel

INTEGRATION OPPORTUNITIES!

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
Segment Sponsorships & Show Sponsorship:
Our programming implements sponsorships for both segments and entire shows to
engage our audience with your brand! Some examples of opportunities are:
Talk Segment Sponsorships: Our Talent will mention and endorse your brand,
product, and/or service with customized promotion and creative integration to drive
traffic to your desired destination
Music Segment Sponsorships: Over 60% of our music programming is executed
through live DJ sets! This is a great opportunity to implement your brand through live
reads on air to enhance the listener experience
Show Sponsorships: Through live reads and creative segmentation, our talent can
intergrate your brand, product, or service,

ADVERTISEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Advertising with us is easy and straightforward!
Our inventory for each show is 4 mins (240 seconds) per hour delegated on the top and
bottom of each programming hour of the show. Our advertising packages are
customizable and also include services in production such as
Voice-over reads from our lead show talent
Production asset that promotes your product/service. Once approved, its YOURS TO
KEEP!!!!
Media buy implementation to include airing with affiliated radio stations and other
podcasts through our strategic partnerships

SERVICES
ICHH Media, LLC also provide production services in support of your advertisement run with us.
From a voiceover read to a Fully produced advertisement, we also provide an 'A la Carte' service
for our clients providing value and driving brands to the next level of success!

STATION AFFILIATES &
SYNDICATION
Check out our listing of station affiliates and platform where our content is aired in various platforms worldwide
through are full 2 hour program and/or our podcast distribution network

